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Towards a Rationality o f Mystery:
The Calling of Robust Ignorance
M A R C U S B U S S E Y and
MIRIAM SANNUM

There is little doubt that today one stands in the shadow of the great
intellectual legacy of European rationalism/ empiricism. It is clear that this
tradition has broken many erstwhile limits to set human social, intellectual
and technological energies free.Yet this tradition has also come at a c o s t planetary environmental deterioration, 1iew forms of predatory imperialism,
a loss of diversity and meaning-and this cost calls to all of those who care
for this world and its human and other-than-human inhabitants to do
something bold on behalf ef, for and also with this planet and its vibrant
forms. One is required to be bold to chart new pathways into multiple
futures. But how does one do that when the future cannot be read? Well,
plans are needed and one needs ideas and one needs scouts to run ahead to
explore possibilities. This book offers one such plan, a constellation of ideas
and brings together a group of scouts charting news futures in creative
research.
The plan needs to be loose and open-and such is Giri's idea of an
ontological epistemology o f participation. Such an epistemology is
celebratory, a festival of encounters. This concept has both a personal and
s9ci;,il dimension . At the personal level' one can no longer escape from the
necessity to engage in the self-cultivation needed to ground a reoriented
epistemology of practice and co-creation. In this re-orientation the locus
of knowing is seen to be shifting from the observer to the observerobserved, from the all-seeing eye to act of co-creating. Also found here is
the double entendre of engagement with civilizational insights beyond the
Western episteme.The Orient calls, thus a reorientation is emerging.Yet of
course the Orient, as Edward Said (1995) reminded one, is not just the old
east that dances in (haunts) the Western imagination-ultimately it is the
Other. This other is the counterpoint and collaborator in what is yet to

